URBAN FIRES
THE WORLDS BEST OUTDOOR FIREPLACES
High Efficiency Indoor Fireplaces
Chimney & Flue Solutions
Outdoor Kitchens & BBQs

SMART BALANCED FLUE INDOOR &
OUTDOOR GAS FIREPLACES
CHIMNEY FIRES.

TRADE PRICE LIST
Effective April 1, 2021
Trade prices are ex-VAT & shipping

OUR STUNNING RANGE OF INDOOR FIREPLACES
WHAT WE DO BEST
There are indoor fireplaces and indoor fireplaces. We have chosen to adopt the best
global innovations and practices to bring our
clients the high quality, state-of-the-art,
realistic and efficient products that they expect from us. Whether you choose gas, wood
burning, electric or bioethanol - or even
a combination of some fuel types - we can
make any home better. And of course, we can
bespoke a unique modern fireplace by
working to architects & interior designers own
designs. And yes, you can have a TV over
most of our products!

BALANCED FLUE GAS FIREPLACES
A balanced flue fire is a room-sealed gas fireplace using a glass panels to retain the heat
and a simple flue system which is at the same
time, very efficient. If there is no chimney in
the home, these relatively inexpensive flue
components may easily be fitted through an
outside wall or through the roof.

The world’s widest proprietary gas
fireplace - 2400mm (UF2400-F)

All our fires are equipped with the very latest Smart Home
technologies and will fit perfectly within any modern interior or
even some more traditional mantles. We have a wide choice of
designs such as Corner, Front, See-through, Two- Three- and
even Four-sided models, Room dividers - and a unique Vertical
format. Combined with a competitive trade price, very realistic fuel
beds, an eye for detail and added value, our gas fires are popular
among designers everywhere.

The only four-sided balanced
flue gas fireplace (UF1500-4S-GL)
Unique WOW FACTOR
fuel beds

Our fireplaces use a sophisticated system that deploys natural
convection to draw the air for combustion from outside of the
building, which then exhausts directly to the outside through a
concentric inner flue.
No draughts! Our balanced flue fires can also usually be installed
in a conventional chimney or over long horizontal flue runs with
our Powerflue.
Our ‘Gas Logs’ versions have the most realistic flame picture ever,
with flames coming from inside our High Definition logs - and
with a unique glowing LED underbed which can be used without
the gas flames, for some summer ambience. Most have an option
of anti-reflective glass for an even better ‘open fire’ look.

Our gas fireplaces are easy to maintain and most have a slim installation depth, starting from 250mm to just 420mm.
That way, one can always save precious space with Urban Fires. Check out the FAQs here.
Flue components & installation charges are not included. Drawings or a site visit may be required to firm-up
quotations. See our website for our service levels.
All fires are available for NG (natural gas) or LPG (propane). All fires include a remote control handset and have
options to connect to WiFi and use of a smartphone app, or even home automation. Most models have specialised
multi-burners offering a great flame picture, even on low settings. Check descriptions for single, multiple, ribbon or
our ultra-realistic real flame ‘Gas Logs’ hybrid gas/LED burners.

Urban Fires |Tel: (0)207 183 1806 | info@urbanfires.co.uk | www.urbanfires.co.uk |
See us at Sky House Design Centre Urban, Raans Road, Amersham, HP6 6EL (by appointment only)
For warranty conditions and terms of trading, please visit our website.

CONTENTS
Page 4 - The complete real flame Gas Logs range on two pages
Page 6 - Widescreen, ‘Front’ linear models up to 2.4m wide
Page 7 - See-through (Tunnel) fires up to 2.4m wide
Page 8 - Multi-sided and central fireplaces (3 and 4-sided models)
Page 9 - Corner models (left or right hand)
Page 10 - Room Dividers (two long sides, one short side)
Page 11 - Vertical fireplaces (Front & See-through)
Page 13 - WOW FACTOR multi-colour fuel beds & ribbon burner
Page 14 - Outdoor fireplaces
Page 16 - Gas Fires for conventional chimneys
Page 17 - Powerflue and accessories. Outdoor conversions.

Each page has links to our website for more images, videos and drawings

Our unique four-sides Central Fireplace with hybrid Gas Logs/LED burner

Install it anywhere with our powerflue.

REAL FLAME GAS LOGS models with HYBRID LED GLOWING FUEL BED
Front models, See-Through, Corner, Three sides, Vertical and even a unique four-sided Central Fireplace.
Our stunning new real flame Gas Logs hybrid gas burners offer flames coming from the inside of our High Definition
logs, for the most realistic effect ever. And thanks to an LED-powered glowing fuel bed which can give a warm
ambience even when the gas flames have been turned off, this is a fireplace for all seasons.
Several size options from 700-1900 wide and even a Four-sided variation - our unique central fireplace optionally, using our powerflue system, these fireplaces can be installed just about anywhere.
Be inspired by our collection and discover which model suits you. The option of anti-reflective glass offers even more
of that real open fire look. Two pages of the latest technology right here. And yes, you can have a TV over!

REAL FLAME GAS LOGS continued - DISCOVER OUR NEW 1900 WIDE MODELS

FRONT MODELS - WIDE, LINEAR DESIGN UP TO 2400 WIDE
Our Front models have a single glass panel or ‘window’ in a great linear style - up to 2400 wide! We offer a very wide
selection of other standard sizes often with slimline designs which enable installation from a 250mm depth. This type
of gas fireplace can also be installed into an existing chimney, both in a traditional or a modern interior.
Be inspired by our collection and discover which model suits you. Choice of High Definition logs or pebbles.
And yes, you can have a TV over!

See also the Gas Logs range Pages 4-5

SEE-THROUGH GAS FIREPLACES (TUNNEL)
A see-through fireplace can be a true eye-catcher within any interior. This type of fireplace is a perfect choice for use as
a partition between two spaces, for example between kitchen and dining area - or dining area and living space.
Moreover, our see-through fireplaces can create a connection between friends and family - and will ensure that you
can enjoy a comforting fireside experience simultaneously.
And yes, you can have a TV over!

MULTI-SIDED GAS FIREPLACES
A 3-sided fireplace is always great feature in any home. It gives a great view of the beautiful flames flowing through our
High Definition fuel bed. Thanks to the additional glass side panels, these fireplaces offer an even better ambience and
flexibility of presentation - often with a raised hearth.
And now we have a unique 4-sided model which can be used as a central fireplace - complete with our real flame Gas
Logs burner and LED glowing fuel bed. And yes, you can have a TV over!

CORNER GAS FIREPLACES
A corner fireplace can be a great feature in any home, espeically in smaller living spaces or that special niche. Moreover,
a corner fireplace gives a really pleasant view of our beautiful flames and High Definition fuel bed as soon as one walks
into the room.
Thanks to the additional glass side panel, these fireplaces offer an even better fireside experience. And yes, you can
have a TV over!

ROOM DIVIDER GAS FIREPLACES
Use one of our gas fireplaces as a room divider - perhaps between formal living space and snug or kitchen- and create
a trendy and stylish partition between the two different spaces in a bespoke surround. The only limit is your
imagination.
Thanks to the High glass panels, there will be a magnificent view of the realistic fire from several positions - and you
will enjoy the heat in both rooms.
And yes, you can have a TV over!

VERTICAL FORMAT GAS FIREPLACES
Our Vertical balanced flue gas fireplaces offer a myriad of appearance and installation options to the designer. No less
than six versions - three window heights and either single-sided (Front) or See-Through (tunnel). Smart home
control of the exciting real flame Gas Logs burner and LED fuel bed glow.
The see-through models offer a room divider option and are often found between kitchen/dining spaces. On display at
Sky House Design Centre.

LARGE VERTICAL FORMAT GAS FIREPLACES continued

UNIQUE “WOW FACTOR” RIBBON BURNER & MULTI-COLOUR LED FUEL BEDS - STUNNING
No other gas fireplaces use a combination of ribbon gas burner and an LED fuel bed with multiple colour options when combined with our optional High windows this is a totally unique range with massive WOW factor. Front
models, See-through models, Corner models and Room Dividers are all available. Yes, you can still have a TV over!

SPECIALIST OUTDOOR GAS FIREPLACES
Sometimes your scheme or design may not be compatible with the regulations that we have to follow. For example, if
your outdoor space has a roof and more than two walls, it may not be possible to install your preferred openfronted outdoor gas fireplace in some jurisdictions.
However, using one of our innovative Specialist designs will afford the possibility to provide ambience and heat to
such an extension, outdoor space or pergola system. Just about any of our indoor balanced flue gas fireplaces can
be converted for outdoor use. See-through or tunnel models are an option. All with fuel-bed options (including the
LED WOW factor, fuel-bed).

SPECIALIST OUTDOOR GAS FIREPLACES continued

Our full range of outdoor fireplaces and firepits can be seen here.

CONVENTIONAL CHIMNEY GAS FIREPLACES
Smaller gas fireplaces that may be used stand-alone in a masonry chimney conversion or be used within your
existing traditional mantlepiece. Just two sizes, in two versions, but small is beautiful! These new Smart Home models
use our renowned real flame Gas Logs burners, but without the LED glowing fuel bed of larger models.

POWERFAN FLUE CONVERSION
Should your project require a long horizontal flue run, many bends in the flue or even a requirement to go under a floor
- we have the solution.
When combined with specialist flue components, our sophisticated, electronically-controlled, powerful but quiet fan
system can safely exhaust the products of combustion to an outside wall or to a roof-mounted terminal up to 35 metres
away.
Not only that, but just like our balanced flue fires, this system entrains outside air - so taking no heat from the house for
combustion.
Our expert technicians can usually install this system in new build or a major renovation in just one day.

OPTIONS & ACCESSORIES

*Pleaseremembertoordertheventilatedcontrolaccesspanelandwarmairconvectiongrillesifthesearerequired.
Allow £65-£195 per size-dependent pallet for shipping within mainland UK. (Not Highlands or Islands, which may be extra).

See us at Sky House Design Centre Urban, Raans Road, Amersham, HP6 6EL (by appointment only)
For warranty conditions and terms of trading, please visit our website.
Descriptions, specification & dimensions are subject to change without notice.

